
 

MEDICINE HORSE WAY 

Boundary Safety Rule Demos 

 
Workshop Sequence:  You will teach the boundary safety rule before any other direct interactions 

with the horses.  It must be used for all interactions so clients will have to learn to take a boundary 

devise with them every time.  This is a skill building activity. 

 

The rule regarding boundary setting with horses is:  When the horse approaches the human, the human 

MUST set a boundary to establish mutually respectful interactions.  When the human approaches the 

horse, the horse sets the boundary.  The human must pay attention to the boundary setting body language 

of the horse and respect the horses’ requirements for physical space in the moment.  Boundary setting body 

language is intentional voluntary movement with enough energy behind it to achieve success.  This is a 

good time to talk about the energy dial, 1 crescendo to 10 as needed.  We also have an intention dial.  When 

we enter a situation with our intention dial set at a 1 or even 0, we are not likely to achieve success.  When 

we enter with our intention dial set at a 5 or 6, success is generally easy and in the flow. 

 

1.   Two facilitators demonstrate how to effectively set boundaries with horses: 

One person acts as the horse, the other as the human.  

 

 Do these demos away from any actual horses because you will be over-acting states of aggression at 

times that you don’t want to subject a horse to.  

 

a. Discuss why it is better to set the boundary with the devise rather than with the hands. The 

reason is because we’re asking the horse to learn to give us space, the devise helps to 

communicate this because it has no heartbeat, blood pressure, and no energy field.  

 

b. Over time, if you set the boundary with a devise whenever you notice your own arousal level 

rising, eventually the horse will learn to voluntarily stop (even without a devise) when he senses 

your body tension rising, giving your body the space it is telling him it needs to feel safe, 

present, and relaxed.  

 

 

c. Make sure people know that they are expected to set the boundary as soon as their arousal level 

increases (rising tension in their body or rapid shallow breathing).  At the same time watch the 

approach of the horse, it is aggressive, fast, or slow? Is a gentle boundary enough or do they need 

to turn up the energy dial? 

 

d. Even if the client thinks she wants the horse to come up and hug her, if her body is afraid, this 

will cause the horse to be agitated. We want people to understand that the boundary is flexible, 

that once the horse respects the person’s need for space, the horse can then be invited in closer, 

and he will show more respect and sensitivity as a result. 

 

 

e. Illustrate the dissociative human who doesn’t notice the “horse” until the horse gently touches 

her, and then the human overreacts with aggression. 

 

f. Illustrate a human who is relaxed yet present, setting the boundary appropriately. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

2. Two facilitators illustrate how we allow the horse to set boundaries with humans. Describe the signs that 

horses show to set a boundary and how they crescendo:  ears back, tail swishing, turning away, and 

when they reach a crescendo of 10 they will kick or bite. 

 

 

a. Again, one facilitator is the horse, one the human. Show how most people have been taught to 

punish a horse for setting boundaries. Approach the horse with no sensitivity to space. When the 

horse pins his ears, hit the horse and make disparaging remarks like “You have a lot of nerve. 

Don’t you pin your ears at me. Bad Horse!!!!” 

 

b. Acknowledge that many people believe that the horse should stand still and let humans touch 

him all over without objection whenever we feel like it, that many believe horses will take 

advantage of people if we let them have a say in what happens to their bodies. Now tell them that 

we’ve discovered a simple boundary rule that horses understand and that leads to a safer, more 

respectful, more connected relationship: 

  

  

c. Demonstrate how boundary setting can look like a dance by approaching the horse, observing the 

horses intentional body posturing, rock back and sigh, then having the horse compelled to come 

to the human whereupon the human is now setting the boundary. 

 


